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Book Descriptions:

bushnell sportview 4x15mm manual

Create one here. Bushnell Laser Boresighter. Sportview 4x 15mm. Bushnell Discount Bushnell
Sportview Spotting Scope. Wondershare mobilego for Android Pro Registration Code.67 Items Find
Bushnell Sportview for sale at GunBroker.com, the worlds largest gun auction site. You can buy
Bushnell Sportview with confidence from 18 Feb 2012 Manufactured from 196275, Bushnell
Sportview 4x, 15mm scope hazy with 3 magazines total, dual magazine pouch, reproduction manual,
Bushnell Product manuals. Bushnell sportview 4x15mm manual.Bushnell Riflescopes manuals. Learn
more about Bushnells riflescopes and how to properly maintain your Bushnell product. SportView.
Videoscope Bushnell Riflescopes manuals. Learn more about Bushnells riflescopes and how to
properly maintain your Bushnell product. SportView. Videoscope I have a Bushnell Sprotiew 4x,
15mm scope mounted on a Mossburg.22 rifle. My shots are hitting Manual bushnell sportview
3x9x.32 scope. Item 42 2152 bushnell telescope manual bushnell sportsman bushnell sportview 4x
15mm bushnell bushnell sportview spotting scope screw propellor View and Download Bushnell
Sportview 781545 user manual online. 1545 x 50mm VariPower Spotting Scope. Sportview 781545
Telescope pdf manual Creators are allowed to post content they produce to the platform, so long as
they comply with our policies. United Kingdom. Company number 10637289. A misplaced shot may
cost you a tournament or merely injure your prey, requiring you to hunt down a wounded animal.
Make every shot count by adjusting your Bushnell scope before you head out into the field or to any
target competition. Items you will need Rifle Ammunition Target range with target Step 1 Set up
your target at a safe and approved firing range. Set the target at a distance of more than 100 yards
because Bushnell rifle scopes are preset on the parallax — when the target image does not focus on
the reticle plane — to 100 yards. Load your rifle and get into your shooting
position.http://acrofine.com/www/admin/upfile/dell-inspiron-b130-manual-pdf.xml

bushnell sportview 4x 15mm manual, bushnell sportview 4x15mm manual, bushnell
sportview 4x15mm manual download, bushnell sportview 4x15mm manual free,
bushnell sportview 4x15mm manuals, bushnell sportview 4x15mm manual 2017,
bushnell sportview 4x15mm manual online, bushnell sportview 4x15mm manual
2016, bushnell sportview 4x15mm manual instructions, bushnell sportview 4x15mm
manual review.
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Step 2 Look through the scope and find the target image in the scope. Use the focus eyepiece
adjustment to bring the image into focus. Take a shot. Retrieve the target and see where the shot hit
compared to where you were aiming. Set the target back in the same location. Step 3 Turn the
windage adjustment — the dial to the side of the scope — a quarter turn to either the left or right,
determined by where your original shot hit. If it hit to the left, turn the windage dial a quarter turn
to the left, and if it hit to the right, turn it a quarter turn to the right. Take a shot and check the
target to see where it hit. This adjustment is used for the horizontal plane. Continue to site it in until
you achieve the horizontal adjustment you desire. Step 4 Set up a new target at the same distance
and take a shot. Retrieve the target and see if the shot went high or low to where you were aiming.
Turn the elevation adjustment dial — found on the top middle section of the Bushnell scope, a
quarter turn to the right to elevate the scope, or to the left a quarter turn to lower the elevation.
Take another shot after your adjustment and check the target. Step 5 Continue to make quarterturn
adjustments until you get the desired result with your scope and shot. References Bushnell
Riflescope Manual PDF About the Author A former Alaskan of 20 years, Eric Cedric now resides in
California. He worked in Russia, Iceland, Greece, Turkey and Belize. Cedric attended Syracuse
University and is a private pilot. Can you please tell me how to adjust this scope Thank you. Look out
squirrels. Diane Look out squirrels. Diane I have mounted the scope using the rings provided on a
Marlin 925M.22 mag. I am consistently hitting inches to the right of center and I have adjusted the
scope as far left as I can, any suggestions. I have mounted the scope using the rings provided on a
Marlin 925M.22 mag.http://etlyyzy.com/userfiles/dell-inspiron-b130-owners-manual.xml

I am consistently hitting inches to the right of center and I have adjusted the scope as far left as I
can, any suggestions. GL and any questions just post and ill help not please rate this as fixya Note i
can provide EXACT information that would allow you to determine range, and windage and elevation
adjustments by looking through scope and estimating range then factoring in weather variables.
NOTE you hafta enjoy math or just want to know how to shoot really well. Login to post This
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nesesitates mounting a scope off to the side to avoid jamming the action with a spent case hitting
the scope and failing to clear the action.I bought it new last year, but only took it to the range last
week. At 25 yards, it shoots 9. Tighten it back down but not completely. Loosen the rear looking for
some movement or popping sound. If you see a movement or notice some odd thing.If all is well. Go
and start and zero for 13 15 yards. Now after each shot rap the scope with a screw driver handle or
something solid, just to give the scope a shock not hard enough to bend it or dent it but shock it.
Large scopes are meant for larger shock than a 22 produces, rapping the scope will help move the
cross hairs and settle them in place. Hope this Fixya up. If it does help, please leave a t estimonial.
Thank you for using Fixya. The rifle is clean and operates great. It seems to wander all over the
target. If you want to change the range on the scope, it will be guesswork. I use a Bushnell Banner
39X40 with BDC. If you have BDC, make sure you have the correct distance ring in for the caliber. It
will make all the difference in the world.If you install them on the front scope ring, it will correct it
and realign the rings correctly. It appears that the front ring towards the muzzle is not as high as
the rear ring near the breach.

This is why that even though the scopes adjustment is elevated as high as it will go, it is still hitting
low because it is actually pointing down because apparently the rear ring is higher off the barrel
than the front ring. The Bushnell inserts can correct this.Which, of course, takes me back to the
Bushnell web page. Its a circular race track. Just send me the damn caps. Then I asked for a user
manual for said scope. No dice. The customer support lady told me to find the manual on the
Simmons web page. The Simmons web page doesnt provide user manuals online. Their customer
support needs a lot of improvement. Can Buffalo Bore ammo be safely fired Answer questions, earn
points and help others. I pulled it out and the power dial was hard as crap to turn. I thought at first
maybe if i do a few twist with it that eventually it would loosen up. It didnt after 50 back and forth 3
to 9 and 93 turns, its still just as hard to turn.You wont regret it! Thomas Paine You wont regret it!
Easy to turn now and no adverse effects. Putting it on an old Marlin 39AS this weekend.It has been
used on a 300 win mag, 270, 7mm Mag and many other rifles as I recall and hold zero great and
glass is clear as it can be. Ive got one on a 22 that really is amazing for what it is, tracks true, holds
zero, for what its on its a pretty decent fit. Now that its working you might try some dry graphite
once the WD40 evaporates. Not sure how it will work but I was told that one time.It did a real good
job before it broke. I would use it on something that wouldnt mean a ruined hunt if it failed! It did a
real good job before it broke. I would use it on something that wouldnt mean a ruined hunt if it
failed! Same old style sportview which is much clearer than the new cheapos. Used Good to very
good condition kk Check out our other listings. As we will combine shipping when possible. We have
an excellent reputation for packaging. We use bubble wrap and packing peanuts for all breakable or
fragile items.
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you for your interest. Lightly used Bushnell Sportview Rifle Scope.I Always Start My Auctions Low
and Let them Go. Be sure to Check my Other Auctions for More Great Deals. We keep Our Shipping
Low and DO Combine Shipping. Bid with Confidence. Read my Feedback! Good Luck and Thank you
for Looking! 1RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Feog4d72f%2B%3E%3B1%3F13fd1c6bdd70x106 See return policy below. If
you have any questions please ask before bidding. Please use paypal for payment.Very accurate and
has a semigloss finish and normal wear as you can see. This was used by me and my kids and a great
scope. If you need a letter with my press release let me know and what to put on it. This is called a
Hero Prop since on the set when we filmed. My lose your gain and look at my rating 100% Bid with
confidence and accept paypal. Low reserve and listed to sell since I need more room in my safe.
Shipping 5.80. No international Sales. Thanks for looking GD Bless our Troops. I am not here to sell
you an item that is defective or there is something about the item not disclosed in the description or
hidden in the photo. I try to photograph each item at close range. And at times using a flash, to show
as much detail as possible. Please feel free to ask questions. I generally ship same day. Or within 24
hrs. of payment. No Exceptions Thanks.Orginial box and paper work in great unused shape,it is
1.54.5x21mm, nice clean scope! A NOTE ON SHIPPING PRICES eBay takes 10% of whatever an
item sells for. They also take 10% of the shipping paid. Despite the fact that the money should be
going towards shipping your product.

http://8forwine.com/images/bpt-villaset-manual.pdf

Because of these mandatory abusive policies, a handling charge has been added to all auctions to
compensate for this loss as well as pay for packing materials such as boxes and bubble wrap so that
we may be able to stay open and provide you with excellent secondhand products. Images directly
above are of the actual item. Also please view all of the photos and if there is a discrepancy.The
photos are the overriding factori.e. description may say good condition but photo may show a chip or
flaw MOST ITEMS WE SELL ARE USED. You will be responsible for all return shipping. You must
Also contact us within 3 days of receiving the item or a refund will not be granted. The goods will be
inspected upon return and a refund will sent after we inspect the item. NO Refunds for un damaged
items or you changed your mind after the purchase. Please email us with questions prior to
purchases. We will do our best to answer your questions.MI 48316 We are open Mon Fri 10AM to
6PM E.S.T Time Als Buy Sell IS NOT THE OWNER OR SELLER OF THESE GOODS.It has no
scratches on the tube or the lenses. Its in over all good condition. Any questions please feel free to
message me. Thank you for your time and consideration. All sales are final. Absolutely no
International sales or shipping Thankyou for viewing my auction and be sure to checkout my other
items I have up for sale. RcmdId ViewItemDescV4,RlogId
p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fvo%7B%3Dd70f%2Bf%60%60%3E14794342e1d0x110 Clear glass, good eye
relief. Nowisthetimebryan Nice eye relief scope.Waterproof 3X9X 38 Rifle Scope. This scope does
show signs of use. But not Abuse. Some of the markings have worn off. There are no dents or major
scratches on the barrel or either of the eye pieces. The reticles are clear and the power adjustments
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appear to be working fine. This will make a very nice scope for your hunting or practice needs.
Please email me if you have any questions or would like additional photos.

http://www.fiskene.com/images/bpt-th-400-manuale.pdf

I am unable to ship this item to international destinations. Domestic shipping only. Thank you for
your interest. Scope is used and does show some wear. There and a number of scuffs and scratces
on scope exterior.With Tasco mount for Remington 870 12 gauge shotgun. Thank you for taking the
time to view our item. We do not use“stock” photos. Each picture in listing is the actual item that
you are bidding on. We take detailed pictures and describe each item to the best of our ability. As a
buyer. It is your responsibility to ask any questions you may have about an item before you bid. We
will be sure to get back to you in a timely fashion. Feel free to contact us at918 2872600 with
questions or by email through Ebay. We are not experts on every item we sell. So please ask
questions or share any information about an item that you may have. We do not try and make money
on the shipping costs. All shipping prices.If you would like to add priority shipping. Insurance,
international shipping, etc.As a seller, our reputation and business depends on your feedback.
Before you leave any negative feedback, please contact us to give us the opportunity to resolve any
problems. Doesnt affect the optics Overall good used condition Item comes as pictured. Photos are
of actual auction item The auction comes with everything pictured above. If it is not pictured. We DO
NOT have the item. Note that all of our items are purchased second hand. Anything major should be
listed above. Please contact us with any problems before leaving feedback. If you feel we did less
then a 5 star job. Please let us know so we can make things right. Let us know what we can do to be
a 5 star seller for you.Item will ship within 24hrs or 1 business days after payment clears.Great
condition. Fully functional, some minor cosmetic scratches. Feel free to contact me with any
questions. I usually ship within 1 business Day. I only accept Paypal. No International bidders
please. Thank you for looking!

This auction is for a Bushnell Sportview WideAngle 39x38 R ifle ScopeT3938 that is in nice overall
used condition as shown. Sorry. No box, documentation, or other accessories. All that is included is
the scope shown in the pictures. The scope has a gloss finish. A s are many of the items that I sell on
eBay. This scope is out of a recently liquidated estate. There are a few scratches on the scopesee
pictures But not on the glass. Please review the pictures as they describe the scope much better
than words. I will guarantee the scope to operate properly and be as described or your money back
including shipping both ways. This price will include proper packaging. PLEASE NOTE I will only
accept Paypal as paymentno exceptions Payment is due immediately after the close of the
auctionwithin 48 hours of the end of the auction no exceptions I will NOT accept your bid if you have
a zero feedback ratingno exceptions I will only ship the item to the buyers confirmed Paypal
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addressno exceptions Please only bid if you meet the above guidelines. ABSOLUTELY NO
INTERNATIONAL BIDS will be acceptedincluding Canada If you are not registered with eBay in the
United States. You will not be allowed to bidno exceptions Buy from me and you will not be
disappointed. Please review my feedback and bid with confidence. Good luck bidding. 40g.RcmdId
ViewItemDescV4,RlogId p4%60bo7%60jtb9%3Fuk%601d72f%2B%3E40g14903eab66a0x104 Has
thick crosshairs and thin crosshairs near the middle. Clear lenses and easy to look through. The
Condition is very good with only minor scratches in the scope housing. Optics are clear as new and
very good condition. This is a Bushnell scope and has unsurpassed quality compared to other scopes
available on the market today. The SuperSized and ZoomAble pictures are of the scope which show
it quite well. Bio on Bushnell Dave Bushnell got into the scope business in 1948. With 400 Japanese
binoculars he thought he could sell in the U.S.

https://www.mybizwebsites.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626e
5a6283007---43-mercruiser-engine-owners-manual.pdf

Alas, many orders were canceled when a shipping strike held up delivery. It proved to be the boost
he needed. By 1960, more than 18,000 dealers worldwide carried Bushnell products. Three years
later he introduced a Scopemaster riflescope line 2.5X, 4X and 6X models with internal adjustments
and coated optics. Renamed ScopeChief, the series improved to emerge as ScopeChief II in 1965. A
forward prism enabled the reticle to remain fixed in the second focal plane. A“Command Post” gave
you the choice of crosswire or post.There are some scuffs and scratches. Please see all the pictures.
They are a large part of the description. Please ask any questions prior to bidding. I will combine
shipping if I can do so safely. Fragile items will mostly be shipped Priority. As the post office seems
to think parcel post boxes are footballs. Local pickups are always welcome, as are international
bidders. I do not know what they have been exposed to or where they have been. They may have
been around pets. Perfumes, chemicals, or smoke. I also often use recycled packing materials. If you
are highly sensitive to any of these things, Id rather you not bid and end up unhappy.. more Thank
you for viewing my auction and have a great day.I upgraded and I am looking for a good home for
this scope. It has marks were the rings were mounted. No dents, and never abused. The scope is in
great shape, clear optics, used for paper punching, and is waterproof. Come with bikini caps, not
shown, no rings. The photo is of the actual scope that is up for bid. I accept Paypal and check.
Thanks for looking. Has minor scratches and dings associated with a used scope.ABOUT MY
LISTINGS Please note that I buy and sell items as a hobby in my spare time. While I try to be as
educated as possible about my listings. I am not an expert. Nearly all of my items are used, vintage,
or NOS and will, of course, show some normal wear and tear.

Any major defects or issues that I feel noteworthy will be detailed in the description. SHIPPING I
ship next business day if payment is received.You can save up to 50% on your combined shipping
total. INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING On an individual basis. Please request additional cost. PAYMENT
Payment is required within four4 days of purchase unless other arrangements are made prior to
placing your bid. If other arrangements are not made and you do not pay in four4 days an unpaid
item claim will be opened on the 5 th day. RETURNS I will give a refund only if the item is returned
in the same condition as it was when it was shipped. And all returns will be subject to a 25%
handling charge that will be deducted from the refund amount. I do not reimburse for return
shipping nor will I reimburse for any type of fees. One little nick on the side cap for windage
adjustment. Doesnt effect performance and was a great true shooting scope. Was on a.223 rifle. 1
cabelas pine ridge camo 2.5x7x32 diamond retice scope. Was used on a 20 gauge slug gun and also
worked excellent. The only issue with this scope is I lost the windage cap for adjustment. Shown in
pic. Best of luck bidding. Get 2 scopes for the price of one or less. No reserve. Sale includes quick
discount lowmount rings. The scope and rings were removed form a 1976 Browning BLR, and likely
were originally bought with the rifle. There are a few scratches in the paint, and a small dent in the
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forward bellshown in 2 photos but optics are very clear. Would make a nice backup scope or addition
to an older rifle that you are looking to keep timeperiod correct. Includeds grooved receiver or small
dove tail rings. We check out all scopes before listing. Please ask questions before bidding if you are
not sure about something. We will combine winnings to save you on shipping. We have been in the
optics repair and sales more then 35 years. All products will be carefully packed to prevent damage.

If you receive some thing damaged please contact us right away Thank you for looking good luck
bidding. Larry. Lkscoperepair.com. Be sure to add me to your. Check out my! Powered by The free
listing tool. List your items fast and easy and manage your active items. Bushnell Sportview Hunting
Scope 3x9x.32 Waterproof 7413930 AB Original Box We will be happy to provide additional
information as needed. Our auctions are AsIs. We make every attempt to adequately describe all
features and flaws. We will try to correct or resolve any problems you may have with your purchase,
upon receipt. Please contact us via email or telephone. We DO NOT refund shipping.I am looking to
upgrade so selling off all of these. All scopes work properly but they are used not new so there will
be some marks here and there but the glass is all clear and all adjustments work properly. This is
what is included 1Bushnell Sportview 4x32 model 7414030 Duplex 1Bushnell Bannerolder model
6x32 Extra Bright High Contrast Opticsmade in Japan This is a BDC model but is missing the BDC
dial and Capyou may be able to get them from Bushnell Includes Rings 1Tasco Pronghorn
3x9x32made in Japan 1Simmons 3x9x32 Deerfield Model 21012M1 Weaver K4, Simmons MiniMag,
Bushnell Sportview Description Hi. Thanks for looking. This auction is for Three used rifle scopes. I
am selling all of these together. To give you a better deal. They are all USED, and while usable, may
or may not be functional for accuracy. And it has a heavy duplex reticle. There are numerous
scratches, especially on the turret covers.I do not know if they are usable for accuracy, though they
dont seem to have any excess damage. Please review the pictures carefully before bidding.All steel
construction with rubber eye piece. Bright and clear optics are scratch free. High gloss bluing in
very good condition. Missing one turret cap.Metal recoil absorption bushing. Neoprene eye guard.
Fully coated lenses. Full effective aperture. Antiglare inner coating.

Good luck bidding Please email us with questions about this product. We will respond as quick as
possible We can ship outside the USA. All products will be packed to protect them in shipping.
Should you receive a product that is damaged please contact us immediately Thank You Larry
lkscoperepair.com Be sure to add me to your favorites list. Check out my other items! Powered.
more by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and manage your active items. Scope has
some wear and some light scratches and marks on it.There doesnt seem to be anything wrong with
the lenses other than needing to be cleaned. Looking through the scope is clear. The lenses should
be cleaned. Check out my! Works great. Thank You For Looking. Check out my! Please look at pics
carefully. I do not accept returns. Thanks K110344 Please ask all questions prior to bidding. The
Condition is good with some minor scratches in the scope housing. A“Command Post” gave you the
choice of crosswire or post.Otherwise great shape and works great. I will combine shipping for
multiple items purchased. Email first for a shipping quote. Thanks for bidding Gloss Finish, Very lite
Scratches on Tube, Clear lens, Good Scope. For a better experience, we recommend using another
browser. Learn more Facebook Join or log in to Facebook. Email or phone Password Forgotten
account. Log In Do you want to join Facebook. Sign Up Sign Up Bushnell Scope Rifle Rifle Scopes 2
September 2013 at 1923 Public Time Remaining 1d 15h 7m. Bushnell Banner Rifle Scope 3 9x40
Matte Black NEW Multi X Reticle. Time Remaining 16h 6m. Bushnell BSE Trophy XLT Rifle Scope 15
6X 42 4A Matte 30mm E. Bushnell Banner 3 9X40mm Rifle Scope Multi X Reticle 1 Tube 71 3948.
Bushnell Banner 71 4164C Waterproof Wide Angle Rifle Scope 4X 16X40Enter the Bushnell Banner
416x40 riflescope, which is designed to excel in early morning and late evening light. Bushnell
Trophy 1x28 Red Green Dot Rifle Scope 4 Interchangeable Reticle New.

Bushnell Banner 6 18X50 Wide Angle Rifle Scope 6 18 50mm. Bushnell Banner 6 24x40 Rifle Scope



Mill Dot Reticle. Part of the Bushnell Trophy riflescope series, this 1x28 scope model 730135 is a
great choice for hunting in all conditions. The multicoated, highcontrast AmberBright optics provide
increased brightness for lowlight hunting at dawn or dusk and can help quickly distinguish between
a brown tree and a brown critter. List Price. Bushnell Sportview 4x15mm 22 Rifle Scope. Time
Remaining 8h 47m. Time Remaining 1d 16h 43m. Time Remaining 1d 5h 7m. Bushnell ScopeChief IV
3 9mm Rifle Scope Command Post. Bushnell Trophy XLT Rifle Scope 4 12X40 Mx Matte. Bushnell 1
x 30 Optics Cross Rifle Scope for Air Gun and hunting length is 92mm. Bushnell RIFLE SCOPE
MOUNT RINGS 76 3200. Part of the Bushnell Banner riflescope series, this 624x40 scope model
716244 is a great choice for hunting in the mornings first light and late in the evening. Time
Remaining 10h 26m. Amazon Best Books of the Month, April 2010 Its boRifle Scopesld to start an
account of the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr.But in Hellhound on His Trail, Rays absence is
essentialin his place, Hampton Sides traces the alter egos Ray created after escaping from prison
and beginning his haphazard journey toward Memphis.Time Remaining 1d 13h 25m. If however,
youre not keen on eBay, we have now also put forth a variety of sale listings for the various models
from The amazon website. Whether youre buying on ebay or amazon, you are guaranteed to have a
riskfree shopping experience. These two sites are well renowned for their security and reliability in
relation to assurances for the goods so rest assured that you are buying in complete safety when
youre buying through this site. Thank you for finding the time to shop through rifle scopes for sale
and we hope genuinely that you discover the rifle scope youre looking for. Time Remaining 1d 15h
7m. Bushnell SG 2 7X36 Trophy XLT Rifle Scope W Butler Creek Scope Cover.

Time Remaining 1d 12h 5m. Bushnell Elite 3200 32 3954M 3 9x50 Matte Rifle scope with Rainguard
coating. Time Remaining 1d 13h 3m. Hellhound on His Trail The Stalking of Martin Luther King,
Jr.Bushnell Scope Rifle For Sale On AmazonTime Remaining 22h 10m. Bushnell Trophy 3 9X40mm
Rifle Scope Mil Dot Reticle 1 Tube 73 3946. NEW Bushnell Banner 6 24x40 Rifle Scope Mill Dot
Reticle. Bushnell 22 22 Rifle Scopes Scope 1973 print Ad advertisemBushnell Scope Rifle Rifle
Scopesent. Time Remaining 18h 6m. This website boasts an extremely cool functionality in the
search bar, as it drags sale listings straight off the eBay website. So no matter what you might be
searching for, if you just type it in the search bar, its going to pull your products directly from eBay.
Provided that you type in the spelling correctly, the results are really accurate. At the end of Fuzzy
Navel, J. A. Konrath surprised readers with an agonizing cliffhanger One of Lieutenant Jacqueline
Jack Danielss loved ones is dead. But who Readers were left clamoring to know more.Bushnell
Trophy 1x28 Red Green Dot Rifle Scope 4 Interchangeable Reticle. Bushnell 4 16x40mm Rifle Scope
Elite 4200 Used. Time Remaining 15h 3m. Electronic lock Override key Solid steel pryresistant door
2 solid steel, help to prevent unwanted entry Includes bolt down kit Carpeted floor protects
valuables CA DOJ approved Exterior 7. This book deals with small game hunting, a sport which
makes a direct contribution to big game hunting skills. The relationship between big and small game
hunting is seldom stressed, and when it is stressed, it is seldom that techniques are examined in
detail to show how small game hunting improves big game hunting skills. Bushnell Elite 3000 4
12x40 Rifle Scope. Time Remaining 5h. Edge to edge, no flashlight in the world delivers a
comparable level or radiant intensity and consistency of brightness as the Bushnell Bone Collector
HD Torch flashlight.

Using patented technology that produces a perfectly uniformsquarepattern of light, the HD Torch
completely illuminates every inch of its range with a bright, clean light offering superior image
definition. Time Remaining 1d 20h 6m. Time Remaining 19h 21m. Time Remaining 15h 53m. Time
Remaining 1d 19h 16m.
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